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Abstract  
 
Individuals suffering PTSD show an attentional bias to threat information, the same bias that influences the 
maintenance and aggravation of PTSD. The Eye-tracking device is used to provide more detailed information about 
attentional processes in this population. Studies in this area use visual stimuli to explore how these stimuli are 
processed, examining the absolute percentage data of time the gaze was focused on a singular region of the stimulus 
and analyzing all to find the regions of the stimulus on which the individual fixated. This paper reports the qualitative 
synthesis conducted on eye-tracking studies in PTSD populations. This review followed the PRISMA criteria; the 
studies included publications be-tween 2016 and 2021 in PubMed, Scopus, and Hinari databases, resulting in the 
review of 18 articles that fulfilled the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The results showed a significant relationship 
between PTSD symptoms and bias toward threatening or negative stimuli. In addition, more significant attentional 
bias towards threatening or negative stimuli was found when compared to those with comparatively reasonable 
attentional control who showed a model of excessive control, consistent with circumventing the threat and reducing 
the arousal. 
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1. Introduction  
Post-traumatic stress (PTDS) determines function modifications of the autonomic nervous system. PTSD involves re-
experiencing, circumvention of disturbance reminders, and modifications in cognition, temper, and excitement 
(Mckinnon et al. 2020). 
 
 According to Niles et al. (2020) PTSD is associated with elevated sensitivity to threat, due to a change in emotional 
and organic reactivity to an exaggerated sensitivity. This threat can lead to numerous PTSD symptoms, along with 
changes in arousal, reactivity, and avoidance. Negative affect, or the tendency to experience fear, guilt, and anger, 
might be implicated in correlations of attention biases with PTSD, and overcommitment to threat may increase the 
frequency of adverse emotional reactions (Mekawi et al. 2019).   
 
Eye-tracking makes it possible to know the position of the eyes and their saccadic movements in response to a given 
visual stimulus; infrared beams are used to detect the pupils’ orientation and thus the visual orientation (Eriksson et 
al. 2018). It makes it possible to investigate how stimuli are processed, for example, estimating the total time the 
individual spent viewing a given stimulus region or analyzing the results to identify the stimulus that the individual 
was fixated on. Also, a corneal reflection of the eye, the bright point in the image, and the pupil, which is the second 
bright point in the image, can be identified in the captured image. This technique directly detects the position of the 
fovea, which provides greater accuracy and better eye tracking, using only the position of the pupil without the corneal 
reflex (Boraston and Blakemore 2007).  
 
This method analyzes a subject’s eye movements to reflect his or her attentional comportment. It is based on the 
concept that the ocular moves to produce, in high resolution, specific parts of our visual field, causing us to see in-
depth the image that occupies the central direction of our gaze, redirecting the attention to that concrete region in order 
to center the attention on the image. The eye-tracking technology uses this mechanism to track gaze patterns to give 
data about the allocation of a person's attention along time (Ashraf et al. 2017). 
 
This paper reports the results of a systematic review of the literature on the use of eye-tracking technology in the study 
of attentional bias in post-traumatic stress disorder. It focuses on examining the population, procedure, instruments, 
and variables revealed in these studies. The structure of this article is as follows. First, it is presented the methodology 
used to perform this systematic review. It includes the description of the databases and the search terms used, the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria considered, the extraction strategy applied to extract the data. Second, the results 
obtained, and finally the conclusions. In addition, an appendix (see Appendix 1) with all the included articles for this 
revision is also presented. 
 
2. Methods  
This systematic literature review is based on the guidelines of the PRISMA method. [4].  
Research questions that guided this systematic review of the literature include: 
1. What type of stimuli were used in studies examining PTSD with the eye-tracking device? 
2.  How have the processes of assessing attentional bias through eye-tracking been carried out?  
3. What population, what instruments and what variables have been explored in these studies? 
 
2.1 Literature search  
Search terms were selected based on a bibliographic review of information related to posttraumatic stress disorder and 
the eye tracking device. These terms were applied to the title, summary, and keywords of the articles reviewed. 
Additionally, the search strings were built according to the search terms and, Boolean operators and quotation marks 
were used to delimit the searching results to those aimed in this review. A broad search strategy was employed 
combining the terms "eye-tracking", "posttraumatic stress", "attention bias", "attention control", and “trauma 
exposure". The databases used in the study were: Pubmed, Scopus, and Hinari from 2016 to June 2021. 
 
2.2 Search criteria 
The next table resumes the search criteria considered in the study (see Table1). 
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 Table 1. Inclusion/exclusion criteria. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Data Extraction Strategy 
Figure 1 shows the process of selecting and screening articles. Article eligibility was determined by examining article 
abstracts. Potentially eligible articles were read in-depth to determine their inclusion. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Papers identified and included in the search process (PRISMA). 
 
3. Results  
The initial search yielded 182 publications (89 after duplicate removal). After reviewing titles and abstracts, 71 records 
were excluded according to the exclusion criteria (see Table 1). Figure 1 presents the PRISMA flowchart that depicts 
the selection process, and Figure 2 reports the retained studies. The included publications are closely related to the 
study of attention bias in the posttraumatic stress population through eye- tracking technology. 

 
 

Figure 2. Articles selected from 2016 to 2021. 

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 
Use eye-tracking to assess attentional 
bias in population by posttraumatic 
stress. 

Studies about the use of eye-tracking based 
on other       areas not related to posttraumatic 
stress. 

Primary studies. Information that is repeated in several sources. 
Peer-reviewed scientific articles. Articles published before 2016. 
Language: English and Spanish.  
Information from 2016-2021.  
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3.1 Identified population  
This review identified that most of the included studies were conducted on the adult population (men and women), 
except for a single study conducted on children, evidencing the research scarcity on the children population (Lakshman 
et al. 2020). Regarding gender, one study focuses on the male population (Astafiev et al. 2016) and while eight of 
them focus on females (Weidman et al.2019; Kaiser et al. 2019; Mekawi et al.2019; Bardeen et al. 2017; Milanak et 
al.2018; Powers et al. 2019; Bardeen et al. 2020; Claus et al. 2021). There were also eight studies that had a mixed 
population (Mckinnon et al. 2020; Kimble and Hyatt 2019; Maruta et al.2016; Corrigan et al.2020; Rubin and Telch 
2020; Reinhard et al. 2017; Kuester et al. 2020; Lazarov et al.2021).  
 
3.2 Stimuli used 
The stimuli used in the studies included in this systematic review were all visual, except for one study that also used 
an auditory stimulus. Six studies used the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) set (Mckinnon et al. 2020; 
Kimble et al.2019; Corrigan et al. 2020; Bardeen and Daniel 2017; Bardeen et al. 2017; Claus et al.2021). 
 
 The IAPS set is a normative set of emotional stimuli used to induce emotional reactions in experimental situations. It 
contains 1,195 color photographs grouped into 20 sets. Each set contains approximately 60 photographs depicting 
objects, people, landscapes, and everyday situations. They have been assigned normative classifications in three 
dimensions: valence, arousal, and dominance (Irrazabal et al.2015; Ortega and Gomez 2020). Four more studies used 
“The NimStim set” (Weidman et al. 2019; Kaiser et al. 2019; Reinhard et al. 2017; Kuester et al.2020). Consisting of 
672 photographs in color, of 43 professional actors, with 16 diverse facial expressions of joy, unhappy, disgusted, 
dread, irritated, amazed, neutral, and peaceful. The neutral expression is regularly omitted, in few studies is included 
in other sets of facial expressions. Including neutral expression is essential because it serves as a comparison condition, 
especially in neuroimaging studies (Tottenham et al. 2009). Two of the studies used as a stimulus a kind of red disk 
with a clockwise trajectory to assess the perception of global motion direction by integrating local motion signals in 
space and time involving clockwise and counterclockwise motion (Maruta et al.2016; Astafiev et al.2016). It 
comprises four sets of linearly arranged points two in a horizontal motion and two in vertical motion along sinusoidal 
trajectories that differed in phase (Cali et al. 2020). Three studies used images of African American and Caucasian 
women and men as stimuli (Mekawi et al.2019; Powers et al.2019; Lakshman et al. 2020). These stimuli contained 
fundamental social and biological attributes, such as identity, gender, and mood (Cali et al. 2020). The study by Rubin 
and Telch (2020), "Montreal Affective Voices”. Contains 90 nonverbal affect bursts of irritation, antipathy, fear, 
discomfort, sadness, amazement, joy, desire, and neutral expression, performed by ten male and female actors (Belin 
et al. 2018). Another study by Lazarov et al. (2021) used the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (KDEF). 
Containing 4,900 standardized images of facial expressions of 70 models, showing: irritated, terrible, disgusted, 
unhappy, joyful, amazed, and neutral taken from five different angles (Garrido and Prada 2017). Finally, one study 
used the affective faces task (craft) to assess attention and differentiation of emotional facial expressions (Milanak et 
al. 2018).  
 
3.3 Instruments and variables applied in the study 
For the included studies, the stimuli were presented through a monitor with different eye-tracking devices. Ten studies 
used the EyeLink II SR Research, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada (Kymble and Hyatt 2019; Astafiev et al. 2016; Corrigan 
et al. 2020; Rubin and Telch 2020; Weidmann et al. 2019; Kaiser et al. 2019; Milanak et al. 2018; Bardeen et al. 2020; 
Lazarov et al. 2021; Claus et al. 2021).  Three studies by Maruta et al. (2016); Reinhard et al. (2017); Kuester et al. 
(2020) used the Eye-tracking device (RED250) from SensoMotoric Instruments. Similarly, three more studies used 
the Model R6 from Applied Science Laboratories' eye tracker, and the last two studies used the Tobii X2-60 eye 
tracker model (Mekawi et al. 2019; Powers et al. 2019; Lakshman et al. 2020). 
 
These devices were used to evaluate the diverse variables. The studies conducted by Maruta et al. (2016); Astafiev et 
al. (2016); Corrigan et al. (2020); Weidmann et al. (2019); Reinhard et al. (2017); Powers et al. (2019); Bardeen et al. 
(2020); Kuester et al. (2019); Claus et al. (2021), evaluated eye movements, they are small, fast, and accurate jumps 
subjected to both voluntary and involuntary control, in charge of achieving a change of target, to notice different 
stimuli, as well as to focus on one of them to distinguish properties such as shape, color, measure, location and distance 
(Gutiérrez 2019). Likewise, nine of the studies measured the fixation variable since it allows to measure the fixation 
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on a moving target and provides information on the stimuli that are of most interest to the participant and the total 
number of fixations in the scene (Kymble and Hyatt 2019; Corrigan et al. 2020; Kaiser et al. 2019; Milanak et al. 
2018; Reinhard et al. 2017; Powers et al. 2019; Lakshman et al. 2020; Kuester et al. 2020; Lazarov et al. 2021).  In 
addition, this variable is associated with certain brain areas responsible for processing the information of an object 
towards which an observer directs the gaze (Gutierrez 2019). Four other studies evaluated the attention bias variable 
(Mckinnon et al. 2020; Corrigan et al. 2020; Weidmann et al. 2019; Mekawi et al. 2019), which tends to run attention 
preferentially to stimuli that may represent a potential danger or threat (Castillo and Gonzalez 2012). One of the studies 
evaluated the variable gaze position (Maruta et al. 2016), which involves saccadic movements that are high-speed 
movements of the eyes from two fixation points, mostly performed to direct the gaze to the new stimulus (prosaccades) 
or to move away from it (antisaccade) (Gila 2009). Two studies evaluated the pupil response, which is considered to 
reflects a reaction of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system to stimuli with emotional value (Rubin and 
Telch, 2020; Bardeen and Daniel 2017). Finally, one study examined the variable gaze time (Kimble and Hyatt 2019), 
which allows to know the behavioral engagement of individuals through eye-tracking (Eriksson et al. 2018). 
 
This review revealed an essential correlation of PTSD symptoms with attention to menace. Attention to the threat was 
related to an increase in posttraumatic stress that was partly due to the existence of negative affect. On the other hand, 
people with higher levels of posttraumatic stress and better attentional control demonstrated overcontrol behavior, 
defined by danger aversion and decreased excitation (Mckinnon et al. 2020; Kymble and Hyatt 2019; Clauss et al. 
2021).  
 
However, in one of the studies the following variables were analyzed: time to first gaze and permanence, mean 
duration of fixation and initial fixation, no significant effect on the impact of the application of this type of treatment 
was evidenced (Kuester et al. 2020). In addition, in another study in which eye-tracking device and magnetic resonance 
were used to assess the behavior of evoked blood oxygenation levels (BOLD) and revision status in patients with a 
chronic cerebral lesion (mTBI) and to know the correlation between produced tasks of BOLD signals during visual 
tracking of the medial temporal region (MT) plus the lateral occipital region (LO), which are regions involved in the 
movement and processing of objects and symptoms of mTBI, it was evident that the medial temporal area and lateral 
occipital area of TBI patients showed a greater BOLD response than controls during the tracking task with distractors 
(TD) relative to the tracking task alone (TA). Additionally, examination of BOLD magnitudes in mTBI subjects on 
the three functions in the medial temporal area plus the lateral occipital area indicated a strong association of mTBI 
symptoms with PTSD symptoms (Astafiev 2016). Therefore, PTSD is associated with initial fixation and sustained 
attention to the hazard (Mckinnon et al. 2020; Kymble and Hyatt 2019; Clauss et al. 2021). 
 
6. Conclusion  
This systematic review shows certain patterns or characteristics that may occur in the PTSD population, evidencing a 
single study conducted on children, which demonstrates that there is a lack of research on the child population. In 
addition, it was found that the most used stimulus in these different studies was the visual stimulus such as the images 
of the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) set. Therefore, a greater attentional bias towards threatening or 
negative stimuli, those stimuli related to trauma, was evidenced. In comparison, higher levels of posttraumatic stress 
and better attentional control showed overcontrol behavior, defined by aversion to danger and decreased excitation. 
Finally, it is worth highlighting the importance of the implication of visual tracking to analyze the attentional bias of 
PTSD and thus produce possible diagnostic tools for these manifestations. 
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